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Abstract 
 
The concept of ‘definite article’ is an example of a conceptual primitive intended to be 
universally applicable for typological comparison.  We demonstrate that the article a (ART) in 
Mopan (Mayan) does not encode the concept of definiteness, even though some of its uses 
conform with conventional understandings of this concept.  We argue instead that ART, 
together with its associated predicate, forms a constituent that is construed as an entity, and 
thus designated for use as a nominal.  Although marking with ART explicitly promotes status 
as a nominal, bare nominals are nevertheless possible in Mopan. However, unlike languages in 
which bare nominals occur in semantically or syntactically predictable contexts, this is not true 
of Mopan ART. We use quantitative data to show that use vs. non-use of ART with a nominal 
correlates with relative foregrounding of its referent in discourse. We propose that this 
pragmatic function explains past misrecognition of ART as an encoder of definiteness. We 
question the usefulness of ‘definite article’ as a universally applicable primitive and suggest 
that proposals of putatively universal primitives for cross-linguistic study may be weakened by 
failure to consider language-particular communicative needs, and/ or pragmatic factors in use 
of forms. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
 
 Functionally oriented typologists have long grappled with the paradox of comparison. 
Although many embrace the Boasian view (continued in the American Structuralist tradition) 
that ‘grammatical categories are always specific to particular languages’ (Dryer 2016:305-6; 
see also Dryer 1997, Croft 2001, Haspelmath 2010, Croft 2013:216--cited by Davis, Gillon, 
Matthewson 2014), they also recognize that such a view conflicts with the goal of 
crosslinguistic comparison.  An influential position on how to resolve this conflict has been 
that of Haspelmath (2010), who distinguishes between language-particular ‘descriptive 
categories’ and typologically applicable ‘comparative concepts’.  These latter, Haspelmath 
argues (p. 665), ‘are needed for stating empirically testable universal claims’ such as 
Greenberg-style implicational statements. Although Haspelmath states (ibid.) that comparative 
concepts created for this task cannot be right or wrong, only ‘more or less well suited to the 
task of permitting crosslinguistic comparison’, he does note (p. 681) that comparative concepts 
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must be universally applicable; that is, they must be based exclusively on more 
primitive universally applicable concepts: universal conceptual-semantic concepts, 
general formal concepts, and other comparative concepts (or on extralinguistic 
situations). 
 

In accordance with this stipulation, comparative concepts which are most ‘well suited to the 
task’ of typological comparison will be those which capture meaningful commonalities among 
the languages being compared, rather than properties which may not apply, or may not apply in 
the same way, to all of the languages being compared. In this essay we consider from this 
perspective one case of a comparative concept which has recently aroused controversy -- that 
of ‘definite article’, used e.g. for classifying article systems in the World Atlas of Language 
Structures (Haspelmath, Dryer, Gil, and Comrie 2005; https://wals.info/chapter, Dryer 2013).1 
Dryer (2014: note 15, p. e243) explicitly states that the notions of definite and indefinite article 
used in the WALS study are intended as comparative concepts in the sense of Haspelmath 
(2010).   But the analysis employed for the WALS study has been criticized by Davis, Gillon 
and Matthewson (2014, henceforth DGM), who argue that determiners in various Salish 
languages are inaccurately listed there as definite articles, when in fact the articles in these 
languages do not encode definiteness: they appear in contexts which are incompatible with a 
definiteness interpretation as well as in definiteness-relevant contexts.2 In response to DGM, 
Dryer (2014) argues that based on the definition of the comparative concept 'definite article' 
that he adopted for his classification of articles in WALS (of which more below), his 
characterization of e.g. the Skwxwú7mesh article ta as definite was accurate. According to 
Dryer, any article form which appears in usage contexts that include the highest level of 
definiteness (contexts of anaphoric reference within the same text), should count as a valid 
instance of the comparative concept ‘definite article’, even if the form is also used in contexts 
at a lower level of definiteness.   
 The article a (ART) in Mopan (Mayan, Yukatekan subfamily)3 provides another 
example of a form which does not encode definiteness but which would be considered a 
‘definite article’ by Dryer’s criteria. In what follows we provide data and discussion of Mopan 

 
1 For a historical overview of analyses of articles since classical times, and a cross-linguistic survey of 
‘determinedness’ vs. ‘indeterminedness’, see Krámský (1972). 
 
2 DGM discuss the semantics of articles in Salish languages as one of five case studies from different grammatical 
domains illustrating what they regard as the pitfalls of large-scale typological studies based on data from 
descriptive grammars. We ourselves support the use of descriptive data, as well as of elicitation data 
(recommended by DGM). We also consult corpora of actual Mopan usage, in order to discover examples that 
analysts might never bring into elicitation, or which speakers themselves might disavow if confronted with them 
out of context. Use of data from usage-based corpora is defended by Dryer (2014) in his response to DGM.  
 
3 Orthographic conventions for languages in this family vary, including how to spell the names of the languages 
and subfamilies. In this paper we adhere to the conventions of the Academía de las Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala 
(ALMG; England and Elliott 1990) both for language names and in our linguistic examples.  Mopan examples 
from sources which use different spelling conventions have been respelled to conform to ALMG conventions. 
Differences between ALMG and IPA orthographies:   

<’> glottalization of the preceding consonant, or a glottal stop if it follows a vowel. 
<x> the voiceless palatal fricative.  
<j>  the voiceless glottal fricative. 
<ä> the mid-central vowel. 
<tz> the voiceless alveodental affricate. 
<ch> the voiceless alveopalatal affricate. 
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ART in relation to the comparative concept ‘definite article’. We show that although ART has 
been analyzed as definite in previous treatments (Ulrich and Ulrich 1966; Hofling 2011), and 
although as we read Dryer (2014), Mopan would be included among the languages in WALS 
which have a ‘definite article’, ART does not in fact encode a semantics of definiteness. Mopan 
must therefore be added to the growing list of languages for which the comparative concept of 
'definite article' is of questionable usefulness.4  We offer an alternative analysis of the meaning 
of ART, and show how its employment is sensitive to pragmatic considerations in ways that 
have perhaps promoted its misidentification as a “definite” article. We conclude by proposing 
that the effort to find a semantic dimension that will be broadly applicable across languages 
without misrepresenting the facts of particular languages is still in its infancy.   
 
1.1  Mopan ART 
 
 Mopan Maya is spoken by several thousand people living in communities that span the 
Belize-Guatemala border in Eastern Central America.  Our data is drawn from elicitation with 
Mopan speakers in Belize, and from Mopan narratives, some collected in Guatemala in the 
1970’s by Pierre Ventur (Ventur 1976) and by Matthew and Rosemary Ulrich (Ulrich and 
Ulrich 1982), and some collected in Belize between 1986 and 2011 by Eve Danziger (n.d.) and 
by Lieve Verbeeck (Verbeeck 1999).  
 Our focus is on the frequently occurring Mopan form a, which we gloss as ART 
(‘article’). Example (1) comes from a story in which a wandering hunter is installed as the ruler 
of another country. 
 
1) Mopan ART (article)  
 [Ventur (1976) 1:08, Aj Jook’ ‘The Fisherman’, R.K’.)] 5 

  
kun-l-aj-ij      a  winik  jab’ix  rey  te’=i  
stay-POS-INCH.PFV-3B.INTR.PFV ART man  like king D.LOC.3.NV=SCOPE 
 
  ‘The [ART] man lived there just like a [no ART] king.’  
 
As in (1), ART occurs often in contexts that require translation into English with a definite 
article, and absence of ART is often translatable with an indefinite article.6 We will see below 

 
4 In particular, not only several languages of the Salishan family, e.g. St’át’imcets (Northern Interior Salish) ti…a 
(Matthewson 1998), Skwxwú7mesh (Central Salish) ta (Gillon 2009, 2013), Okanagan (Southern Interior Salish) 
iʔ (Lyon 2013, 2015); Kwak’wala (Wakashan) –da (Black 2012), but also Cayuga (Northern Iroquoian) ne' (Sasse 
1993) and Yokot’an (Mayan) in (Pico 2019) appear on this list. 
 
 5 Ventur (1976) is a set of 75 narratives from eight Mopan speakers, collected in Guatemala by Pierre Ventur in 
the 1970’s.  The collection, transcribed and translated into Spanish by Ventur and his Mopan consultants, was 
donated by Ventur to the Smithsonian Museum. We provide our own interlinear glosses and translations into 
English. Examples are published with permission of Pierre Ventur.  Ventur's manuscript includes the names of the 
original narrators, but since we have no way to obtain permission to publish their names, we identify them only by 
initials.  For examples from published sources we include the full names of the narrators. 
 
6 In their interlinear glosses, Ulrich, Ulrich and Peck (1986), Ulrich and Ulrich (1982) and Shaw (1971) translate 
ART into English with ‘the’.  Hofling (2011) does not explicitly discuss ART in his Mopan grammar sketch, but 
lists it in his dictionary as a ‘particle’ and glosses it as ‘the’ (p. 77).  In his (2011: 12) description of the use of 
ART in the formation of demonstrative pronouns (see also Danziger 1994: 891-94; Danziger and Contini-Morava 
2020), Hofling describes ART as a ‘determiner’.  
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however, that ART also coherently occurs in contexts which do not conform to existing 
understandings of the semantics of definiteness.  Furthermore, in Mopan it is possible for a 
referent to be interpreted as definite even in the absence of ART.   
 We propose instead that the Mopan article ART signals that it, together with a 
following intransitive predicate X, forms a unit that is explicitly designated as an entity.7 The 
effect is roughly equivalent to the argument represented by an English headless relative clause, 
i.e. it signifies 'some (thing) which is/are X' (for more detail, see Danziger & Contini-Morava 
in prep). The full ART-marked constituent, including ART, is thus employed as a nominal.  For 
example, in (2a) the form nooch ‘big’ is used as a predicate inflected for second person (there 
is no copular verb in Mopan).8  In (2b), the same form appears with ART and is read as a 
nominal ‘the/a one which is big ’. 
 
2)  Stative predicates with and without ART 
 
 a. nooch ‘big’ and al ‘heavy’ construed as predicates with Set B person inflection  
 [Ventur  5:01 U Yanajeeb’ K’in  ‘The Origin of the Sun’, J.I.] 
 
Hero demands that a vulture carry him on its back. The vulture demurs: 

top  nooch-ech  i  top  al-ech 
INT big-2B  and INT heavy-2B  

 
 ‘You are too big and you are too heavy’ [for me to carry you]. 
 
 b.  nooch ‘big’ and  nene’ ‘small’ construed as arguments, with ART9 

 [Ventur (1976) 3:16, Aj Känän Kaj, ‘Mr. Chicken-Keeper’, E.S.] 
  
 jok'-ij                a       nooch-Ø=o   
 exit-3B.INTR.PFV ART    big-3B=EV 
 
  ‘The/a [ART] big one left off.      
 

 
 
7 In Mopan there is no necessary distinction between singular and plural, and no distinction between count and 
mass nominals.  Entailments of singular and count status inherent in the English word ‘entity’ must therefore be 
set aside in the present usage. The referent designated by ART may be construed as mass, singular, plural, generic, 
or vague as to number. 
 
8 Mopan stative predicates such as nooch ‘be.large’ take no inflection for aspect or mood. They are inflected only 
for person, using a case-role marking series known to Mayanists as ‘Set B’. The ‘Set B’ person-markers mark both 
the transitive patient and, as here, the single argument of an intransitive. (The Set B person-markers are also used 
in non-imperfective aspects/ moods with non-stative intransitives that do take aspect and mood marking. For more 
on Mopan verb inflection, see Ulrich Ulrich and Peck (1986), Danziger (1996), Hofling (2011)).  
 
9 The echo vowel (EV) is an optional enclitic consisting of a copy of the last vowel of the preceding root.  This 
enclitic marks the right boundary of a constituent and is often associated with topicalization.  See Contini-Morava 
and Danziger (2013) for further discussion. 
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 tal-ij          a         nene'-Ø=e 
 come-3B.INTR.PFV  ART small-3B=EV   
 
 The/a [ART] little one started up.’   
 
Nominalization of this kind lends itself to definite construal in some contexts, and indeed may 
be presupposed by the notion of definiteness, but, as we show below, it is not itself equivalent 
to definiteness. In summary, we agree with Davis, Gillon, and Matthewson (2014) (as well as 
with Dryer 2007), that forms which qualify as articles need not signal information about 
definiteness. We build on their observations by showing the importance of pragmatic factors 
such as discourse salience in explaining the presence or absence of a putative ‘definite’ article, 
and conclude that definiteness is not an ideal ‘universally applicable primitive’ on which to 
build a comparative concept for use in typological study. In general, comparative concepts 
which do not draw on careful consideration of language-particular patterns and motivations 
will be less useful to typologists than those which do.     
 It is important to our argument that ART is not obligatory in order for nominal 
construal to be possible.  Its use thus involves a choice between explicit assertion of entity 
status vs. not asserting this explicitly. We provide evidence that this choice depends on 
pragmatics: failure to signal entity status explicitly (absence of ART) correlates pragmatically 
with low discourse salience.  Since definiteness correlates pragmatically with high discourse 
salience cross-linguistically (e.g. Givón 2001, ch. 10), forms which respond to discourse 
salience may be misunderstood to be encoding definiteness, unless careful consideration of 
pragmatics is included in the analysis.10 ART (and forms in other languages as well) may 
therefore be labeled ‘definite article’ even though their occurrence is only indirectly related to 
that notion. This weakens the usefulness of ‘definite article’ for the purpose of typological 
generalization.   
 
1.2    Comparative concepts and ‘encoding’    
 
 DGM's case study on the semantics of Salishan articles criticizes WALS for missing a 
point of linguistic diversity--namely the possibility of articles that do not encode the concept of 
definiteness. DGM advocate ‘a theory-driven approach to fieldwork, in which predictions are 
generated by an explicit formal model and then tested against data from a target language’ (p. 
e182, fn 1).  DGM draw on data from St'át'imcets, Skwxwú7mesh, and Nsyílxcen, and begin 
with the hypothesis that the determiners in these languages encode definiteness (defined in 
terms of familiarity and uniqueness/maximality--called ‘identifiability’ and ‘inclusion’ 
respectively in the literature on definiteness, see e.g. Hawkins 1978, Lyons 1999, and others 
cited by DGM, p.e200).  Based on elicitation, they find that Salish determiners are felicitous in 
novel (nonfamiliar) and in nonunique contexts, hence conclude that the hypothesis of 
definiteness is falsified.  
 In response to DGM, Dryer (2014) defends his analysis, and provides a fuller 
description of his criteria for identifying definite and indefinite articles than he had space to 
include in WALS.  He proposes a ‘REFERENCE HIERARCHY’ for noun phrases (p. e235, an 
adaptation of Givón's 1978 ‘reference wheel’), running from 'most definite' (anaphoric 

 
10 For discussion of the role of pragmatic factors in inferences of definiteness in Mopan, see Danziger and Contini-
Morava (2020). 
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definites) to 'least definite' (semantically nonspecific indefinites, i.e. not associated with an 
entailment of existence, p. e236).  He states (fn 12, e239) that his characterization of articles as 
‘definite’ or ‘indefinite’ means ‘that their meaning conveys something in terms of the notions 
in the reference hierarchy.’  Specifically, if a candidate form can be used in the ‘most definite’ 
contexts (anaphoric reference), even if not obligatory there, then it should count as a definite 
article, regardless of its other possible uses, which may stretch to the ‘least definite’ contexts as 
well. He also notes (fn 15, p. e243) that his notions of definite and indefinite article ‘are 
comparative concepts in the sense of Haspelmath 2010’. 
  The dispute between Dryer and DGM highlights the question of what a linguistic sign 
‘encodes’, which is important to our discussion of comparative concepts in general.  One 
interpretation of 'encoding', implicit in DGM's discussion, is that a given linguistic form such 
as a determiner conveys some invariant semantic content.11  
 Dryer (2014) also refers to ‘articles that code meanings [emphasis added] within the 
general semantic domain of definiteness or indefiniteness’ (e234). At times, he does appear to 
be discussing invariant meaning (e244; e246).  But in his most explicit statements, he explains 
that ‘coding’ means which noun phrase types on his reference hierarchy a given article is ‘used 
with’ (e237).  As shown by his discussion of Skwxwú7mesh ta, the fact that a given article is 
used with a noun phrase type that is not consistent with conventional definitions of definiteness 
does not preclude classifying that article as definite for the purposes of the WALS survey.  
That is, Dryer's (2014) use of 'coding' focuses on overlap between uses of the forms in question 
and uses that correspond to the notion of definiteness.  Dryer’s ‘coding’, therefore, does not 
necessarily refer to invariant semantic content of the relevant forms. Instead, it implies a 
polysemy approach to comparative concepts. With regard to determiners/articles, this means 
that forms may be characterized as definite even if they are only sometimes associated with a 
message of definiteness.  Such an approach has clear pitfalls. What is taken to be a universal 
primitive (e.g. definiteness) may actually derive from some other semantics, or from the 
pragmatic organization of discourse, and therefore appear to overlap with what is called 
definiteness, without actually encoding ‘identifiability’, ‘inclusiveness’ or their terminological 
equivalents.12  If individual languages are not carefully examined, comparative concepts 
created in this way risk proving to be less than completely ‘well suited’ to Greenbergian and 
other typological purposes. 
 In short, creation of comparative concepts in terms of overlapping usage (polysemy) 
facilitates reliance on intuitive, potentially Eurocentric notions, and makes semantic content 
that conforms with those notions plausible in cases where an assumption of monosemy would 
not do so (cf. Lounsbury 1969, Danziger 2001).  By contrast, we take the position that in 
general it makes sense to expect a linguistic sign to have a constant meaning (see e.g. Contini-

 
11 DGM (e203) argue that the hypothesis that Salish determiners ‘encode definiteness’ is falsified by the fact that 
they can be used in contexts that are inconsistent with this notion. This suggests that these determiners convey 
some invariant semantic content which does not include the concept of definiteness. 
 
12  In this connection, Dryer notes that DGM's methodology ‘will only test hypotheses suggested by distinctions 
discussed in the literature on definiteness... [I]f the use of an article in a language is conditioned by some factor 
not discussed in the literature on definiteness, it is not clear how their methodology will discover what that factor 
is’ (e246).  But the same critique could be applied to Dryer's own WALS method:  the procedure of classifying 
articles based on their uses in relation to his reference hierarchy would not lead one to discover meanings that are 
about something else. Discovery of unexpected meanings depends on open-minded analysis of language-particular 
usage, combined with elicitation and corpus-based testing of hypotheses. 
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Morava 1995: 6-9), and that such a position is helpful in discovering unexpected semantic 
content across languages.  
 Although some linguists have called a monosemic perspective into question (e.g. Croft 
2001:113 et passim), we see no reason to abandon it as a heuristic point of departure unless it 
turns out to be impossible to maintain. Beginning with the converse expectation, that there will 
be a many-to-one relationship between signifier and signified, risks short-circuiting the 
possibility of discovering true differences across languages.  However, we do not aim to 
discover a universal semantic core of all determiners (pace Gillon 2009).  We believe rather 
that the status of comparative concepts as universally applicable primitives should not be taken 
for granted, but should take into account the diversity that languages display. As noted by 
Newmeyer (2010: 688) in his response to Haspelmath (2010), ‘[i]t is only by means of working 
out the interplay between the language-particular and the language-independent that we can 
hope to understand either.’  
 
1.3 Organization of the paper 
 
 The paper is organized as follows.  In section 2 we compare ART with the other Mopan 
forms that precede lexical items construed as entities. We conclude on distributional grounds 
that ART qualifies as a determiner, along with a set of person-case markers interpreted as 
possessives, whereas the gender markers ix (GM.F) and aj (GM.M) do not. In section 3 we 
provide evidence against an analysis of ART as encoding the notion of definiteness, 
conventionally defined in terms of identifiability or inclusiveness. We also argue against 
analyzing ART in terms of ‘domain restriction’, an analysis proposed for some other languages 
whose articles do not encode definiteness (e.g., Gillon 2009; Lyon 2015).  We conclude, with 
Davis, Gillon, and Matthewson (2014), (as well as with Dryer 2007), that forms which qualify 
as articles need not signal information about definiteness. In section 4 we discuss the meaning 
of ART and show how it leads to entity construal of expressions that would not otherwise be so 
interpreted.  Although we propose that ART explicitly encodes suitability of its constituent for 
use as a nominal, we distinguish our analysis from analyses of some other indigenous 
languages of the Americas that claim inherent predicate status for all open-class words (e.g. 
Launey 2004).  In section 5 we address the question why Mopan nominals sometimes appear 
bare (absence of ART, cf. ‘king’ in example 1). We show that unlike some languages in which 
presence or absence of an article depends on grammatical factors such as construal as count vs. 
mass, Mopan ART can be present or absent in identical grammatical contexts.  Instead, we 
argue that absence of ART before lexical items construable as arguments correlates with low 
discourse salience of those arguments (see also Danziger & Contini-Morava 2020). We 
demonstrate this both with examples of presence vs. absence of ART in syntactically parallel 
contexts, and with quantitative data from a Mopan text corpus.  We argue that the correlation 
between ART and discourse salience is related to the tendency of previous analysts to consider 
that ART encodes definiteness. In the concluding section we summarize our findings and relate 
them to the issue of comparative concepts. 
 
 
2.  Form-class status of Mopan ART 
 
 As discussed e.g. by Haspelmath (2010: 674) and Dryer (2016: 319-320), in 
investigating a language-specific category one is confronted with the problem of what labels to 
use to describe a language for those who are unfamiliar with it.  Creating unique terminology 
for each language-specific category puts a burden on the reader.  In practice even those who 
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subscribe to what Haspelmath calls ‘categorial particularism’ usually employ existing 
terminology from the grammatical tradition when describing a specific language.  The rationale 
is that language-particular categories usually bear sufficient resemblance across languages that 
ease of communication with readers outweighs strict fidelity to the language in employing 
descriptive terminology.  In fact, terms from the grammatical tradition, if not defined for the 
language at hand, all constitute comparative concepts in Haspelmath's sense.  In arguing that 
the Mopan morpheme a is an article that does not encode definiteness, we are claiming that this 
morpheme bears enough resemblance to forms described as articles in other languages that the 
term ‘article’ is justified.  We provide evidence for this below. 
 In Mopan, lexical items whose meanings readily lend themselves to construal as entities 
(as opposed to, say, activities) are typically preceded by one of the following:   
 

(a) ART 
(b) one of two gender markers (GM) ix ‘feminine’ and aj ‘masculine’  
(c) a person marker from the case-role series known to Mayanists as ‘Set A’, interpreted 
in such usage as a possessive 

 
The GM are noun classifiers in the sense of Grinevald (2004); see Contini-Morava and 

Danziger (2018).  They regularly precede personal proper names as well as a relatively small 
and apparently arbitrary minority of terms construable as common nouns, e.g. lo’lo’ 
‘mushroom’ (feminine), much ‘frog’ (masculine) kab’ ‘bee’ (feminine). Terms that denote 
inalienably possessed items such as tat ‘father’, chi’ ‘mouth’ are usually preceded by a 
possessive person-marker (Danziger 1996b). Aside from these subsets, all lexemes readily 
construable as entities may in different discourse contexts either be preceded by ART or remain 
bare.  
 Some previous descriptions of Mopan (e.g. Ulrich and Ulrich 1976) divide nouns into 
‘feminine’, ‘masculine’, ‘possessed’, and ‘neuter’, on the grounds of apparent complementary 
distribution between the GM, the Set A markers, and ART.13 And in some contexts, such as 
(3), it does look as if the GM and ART are in paradigmatic relationship.   

 
3) Gendered form with GM and non-gendered form with ART 
 [Ventur (1976) 1:5 U Kwentojil Santo K’in y Santo Uj ‘The Story of Holy  Sun and 

Holy Moon’, R. K’.] 
 
 Yan-Ø   ix   tuut=u        
 exist-3B GM.F  mourning_dove=EV 
 

‘There is a/the [GM.F] mourning dove 
  
 i yan-Ø   a  tzutzuy=u. 
 and exist-3B ART short-billed dove=EV  
   

 and there is a/the [ART] short-billed dove.’ 

 
13 Ulrich and Ulrich (1966) describe ix and aj as ‘articles’ used with feminine and masculine nouns respectively.  
They do not mention ART at all, but refer to ‘neuter nouns’ that ‘require neither article nor possession’ (p. 261).  
An analysis in terms of three genders and a possessive category is reflected in their dictionary entries (Ulrich and 
Ulrich 1976).   
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In (3), the gendered term tuut 'mourning dove' and the non-gendered term tzutzuy 'short-billed 
dove' are each introduced with the existential predicate yan 'exist', one preceded by a GM and 
the other by ART, and they are interpreted in parallel fashion:  the speaker is warning her 
interlocutor about two birds that serve as sentinels for her father.    
 However, it is possible for a Gender Marker to co-occur with ART, as in example (4).
  
4) Co-occurrence of GM with a (ART)  

[Danziger n.d., Alcalde ‘(The) Mayor.’  J.S. Author is addressee] 
 
yan-Ø  a  ix  chäk  choj-Ø  
exist-3B  ART  GM.F  red  bee-type-3B 
 
‘There is such a thing as [ART GM.F] red choj (type of bee), 
 
yan-Ø   a  ix   kab’-Ø  
exist-3B  ART  GM.F   bee-3B 
 
there is such a thing as [ART GM.F] (black) bees, 
 
yan-Ø   a  ix  säk  kab’-Ø 
exist-3B  ART  GM.F  white  bee-3B 
 
there is such a thing as [ART GM.F] white bees.’  
 

In (4) the speaker assumes that the hearer does not have prior knowledge of the existence of 
any referent for the terms in question. If ART was not present, these clauses would be 
construed simply as signaling the presence of these various types of referents in a given 
narrative context, as in example (3).  Examples such as (4) are quite rare in Mopan, perhaps 
because speakers do not often find the need to express this type of message, but their existence 
nevertheless constitutes evidence against assigning ART and GM to the same form-class. 
 In addition to marking inalienably possessed terms, the Set A possessive person-
markers may also precede GM-marked and non-gendered terms, when these are understood as 
alienably possessed.  For gendered nominals, the possessive person-marker must co-occur with 
the GM to indicate alienable possession. This is illustrated in (5): kax ‘chicken’ is arbitrarily 
gendered masculine in Mopan. In non-possessed usage, it therefore appears with the masculine 
gender-marker (GM.M). In order to render possessive meaning (‘his/her chicken’) in a 
gendered lexeme, the Set A person markers must co-occur with the gender marker (5a), and 
cannot occur without GM (5b).  This contrasts with the constraints surrounding possession of a 
non-gendered lexeme, which are illustrated in example (6). 
 
5) Possessive construal for a gendered lexeme: GM must co-occur with Set A marker 

 
a.  possessed gendered lexeme, GM co-occurs with Set A 

uy   aj  kax 
 3A [prevocalic] GM.M  chicken‘his/her chicken’ 
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b.  possessed gendered lexeme, Set A alone: disallowed  
*u kax 
3A chicken 
 
intended meaning: ‘his/her chicken’ 

 
 
Example (5) shows that the Set A markers readily co-occur with the gender markers, for 
gendered lexemes. On the other hand, the Set A markers are in complementary distribution 
with ART, in non-gendered lexemes. In example (6), alienable possession of the non-gendered 
lexeme pek’ ‘dog’ is indicated with the Set A possessive person marker. In this context, ART is 
prohibited from appearing.  
 
6) Possessive construal for a non-gendered lexeme: ART cannot co-occur with a Set A 

marker 
 

 a.  possessed non-gendered lexeme, Set A with ART: disallowed 
*u(y)   a pek’ / *a u pek’ 

 3A [prevocalic] ART dog  ART 3A dog 
 
 Intended meaning: ‘his/ her dog’ 
 
b. possessed non-gendered lexeme, Set A alone  

u pek’   
  3A dog 
  

 ‘his/her dog’ 
 
This distributional difference provides evidence that ART and the GM do not belong to the 
same form-class, and therefore fails to support the analysis of ART as a neuter Gender Marker 
in paradigmatic relation with the GM (Contini-Morava and Danziger 2018).  However, ART 
can be grouped with the Set A markers on the grounds of their complementary distribution.14 
 
2.1 Determiners 

 
 The category ‘article’ is usually regarded as a subtype of ‘determiner’ (e.g. Matthews 
2007:101). The superordinate category is often defined using a combination of formal and 
semantic properties.  For example, J. Lyons (1977:454) treats the semantic notion of 
definiteness as central (while also allowing the possibility of including other forms in the 
determiner category based on their substitutability for ones that signal definiteness).  Since our 
investigation questions whether all determiners actually encode definiteness, Lyons’ criterion 
of definite semantics as a basis for determiner form-class membership cannot be used here.  
 Some scholars have proposed defining the notion of determiner by semantic criteria 
more primitive than definiteness. For example, Gillon (2009; 2013) argues that determiners 

 
14 The Set A markers have another function in which ART is not found:  they also mark agents of transitive verbs. 
Overlap between markers of possession and markers of the transitive agent is relatively common typologically 
(see Dixon 1994: 219 and references therein). 
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universally encode at least the semantic feature of ‘domain restriction’, adding the syntactic 
criterion that domain restriction is only associated with the syntactic position D, and that only 
elements that occupy D and have domain restriction in their denotation are determiners.  For 
Gillon, cross-linguistic variation lies in the other semantic features, if any, that may also be 
associated with D in different languages, such as assertion of uniqueness or deictic features 
(2013: 180). Although we also take the position that determiners need not encode the notion of 
definiteness, we show that domain restriction does not apply to Mopan ART, in section 3.3 
below.15  
 On the other hand, Davis, Gillon and Matthewson (2014: e200) also mention certain 
distributional criteria for defining determiners: 

 
determiners are elements that introduce argument noun phrases and cannot occur on 
their own (in contrast to demonstratives).16  
  

 More explicit distributional criteria are used by Louagie (2017: 189-191) in her survey 
of ‘determining elements’ in Australian languages.  Louagie uses a combination of syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic criteria for identifying a ‘structural slot’ for a determiner.  The syntagmatic 
criteria identify determiners by their position clearly delimited from the nominal head and other 
modifiers, and by their appearance at the edge of the nominal group.  The paradigmatic 
criterion identifies determiners by their competition with other elements for the same position. 
Mopan ART satisfies Louagie's (and DGM’s) syntagmatic criteria by virtue of the fact that it 
cannot occur alone and has a fixed position preceding expressions that are to be construed as 
nominals.  We therefore assign ART to the category 'determiner'.17 
 As for the category ‘article’, although some (e.g. Himmelmann 2008: 833-4) have 
argued that semantic criteria such as definiteness or specificity are necessary for defining it, 
Dryer (2007: 157) states that the term 'article' can be applied to  
 

words in some languages which are obligatory in noun phrases and which code 
grammatical features other than definiteness, 

 
later describing articles as   
 

a set of words which occur with high frequency in noun phrases and which vary for 
certain grammatical features of the noun phrase’ (p. 158).   

 
Although Mopan ART cannot be described as obligatory (as we discuss in section 5 

below), it fits Dryer's looser criteria of high frequency and signaling grammatical features of 

 
15 Paul (2009: 239) disputes the claim that domain restriction is essential to the semantics of determiners 
universally, based on Malagasy data. 
 
16 Dryer (2014: e235) points out that ‘introduce’ in this definition suggests initial position, whereas determiners in 
some languages occur in other positions.  He does not dispute the criteria of co-occurrence with argument NPs or 
inability to occur alone. 
 
17	Louagie regards the paradigmatic criterion of substitutability with other determiner-like elements as too strict 
with respect to her language sample, and recognizes ‘determiner zones’ in which certain elements may co-occur, 
yet still qualify as determiners.  For present purposes we will treat the complementary distribution between ART 
and the Set A possessives as a basis for assigning them all to the category 'determiner'.  
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the noun phrase.  In summary, on syntagmatic and paradigmatic grounds Mopan ART (and the 
Set A possessive markers) can be regarded as determiners.  But although previous studies 
generally gloss ART as ‘the’ (see references in note 6), suggesting that it encodes some notion 
of definiteness, in the following section we show that it occurs in contexts that are incompatible 
with this notion.   
 
 
3. Mopan ART does not show a semantics of definiteness 
 
 Examination of the use of ART in Mopan discourse shows that its presence or absence 
is independent of the definiteness/ indefiniteness semantic contrast. 
  
3.1 ART in contexts of both definiteness and indefiniteness 
 
 Many uses of ART correspond to conventional understandings of definiteness defined 
(e.g. C. Lyons 1999) in terms of ‘identifiability’ (example 7), or ‘inclusiveness’ (example 8).18  
 
7) Use of ART for identifiable referent (already mentioned in discourse) 
 [Ventur (1976) 1:08, Aj Jook’ ‘The Fisherman’, R.K’.]  

 
 ka’n-ij    b’in  a  winik  ti  ximb’al=a 
 tire-3B.INTR.PFV HSY ART man PREP walk=EV 
 
[Reference is to the main protagonist of the story.] ‘The [ART] man got tired of walking.’ 
 
8) Use of ART for unique individual (constituting maximal set of objects satisfying the 

description) 
 [Ulrich & Ulrich (1982), What the Ancestors Thought, José María Cowoj, interviewed 

by Matthew Ulrich] 
 
 ti  uy    ok-ol    a    ak'ä'  wa'ye'=e  
 PREP  3A [prevocalic]  enter-INTR.IPFV ART  night  D.LOC.1=EV  
 
 ‘When [ART] night falls here’  
 
 b’in-ij     a    k'in  te'=i   
 go-3B.INTR.PFV  ART  sun  D.LOC.3.NV=SCOPE 
 
 ‘(it’s because) the [ART] sun has gone over there.’ 
 
 Importantly however, certain uses of ART are inconsistent with a definiteness 
interpretation, as shown in example (9).   

 
18 ‘Identifiability’ means that ‘the hearer is invited to match the referent of the definite noun phrase with some 
real-world entity which he knows to exist because he can see it, has heard of it, or infers its existence from 
something else he has heard’ (Lyons 1999: 6).  ‘Inclusiveness’ (attributed to Hawkins 1978, with further 
elaboration by others) asserts that reference is to the maximal set of objects satisfying the description in a given 
(pragmatically identifiable) context (Lyons 1999:8).  
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9) Use of ART for referent not previously identified, and also not the total number of 
pragmatically relevant entities in the named set  

 [Danziger n.d., 'The Ring and the Fish', P.C.] 
 
 aleebe  ti  uch-ij     u  cha'an     
 now PREP take_place-3B.INTR.PFV 3A looking 
 
 ‘Now when he looked 
 
 uy    il-aj- Ø 
 3A[prevocalic]  see-TR.PFV-3B 
 
 he saw  
 
 yan-Ø   a  mango  tak   ti u   ni'  
 exist-3B ART mango  until  PREP 3A  nose 
 
 there was a [ART] mango all the way up in the very tip (of the tree)'. 
 
Example (10), below, serves as counterevidence to any analysis in which the article encodes 
specificity rather than definiteness, as has been reported for determiners in some other 
languages, including Itzaj Maya (Lois 1998: 235).  Specificity differs from identifiability in 
that the latter implies that both the speaker and the addressee are in a position to identify the 
referent, whereas the former only concerns the knowledge of the speaker (C. Lyons 
1999:171).19 In example (10), the speaker does not have a particular antelope in mind, whereas 
in examples (7), (8) and (9), particular referents are clearly indicated. ART therefore encodes 
neither definiteness nor specificity.20  
  

 
19 Lyons illustrates with English, where a noun phrase including the indefinite article may be understood as either 
[+Specific], as in I bought a car, where the car in question is known to the speaker but not to the hearer, or [-
Specific], i.e. used to denote ‘an arbitrary member of the class described by the noun phrase’, as in Pass me a book 
(Lyons 1999: 165). 
 
20 A reviewer comments that even English the does not always express definiteness, for example in sentences like 
The domestic dog is used as a pet, or Her father's in the hospital (where neither speaker nor hearer knows which 
hospital is being referred to), and asks whether Mopan ART might denote a type.  We remind the reader that our 
goal is to identify the conceptual content that is invariably expressed by Mopan ART. Although example (10) can 
be construed as generic, (9) shows that ART does not encode genericity. See also examples (7), (8), and (1). 
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10) Use of ART in non-specific context 

[Verbeeck (1999: 11) U Kwentajil a Santo K'in ‘The Story of the Holy Sun’, narrated 
by Alejandro Chiac] 

 
 sansamal tatz’ tan-Ø    b’in  u  b’el     
 daily     far be_continuing-3B HSY 3A  go.INTR.IPFV 
 
 ‘Every day he went far (into the woods) 
 
 u  tz’on-o’   a yuk=u   
 3A shoot-3B.TR.IRR ART antelope=EV 
 
 to shoot (an) [ART] antelope’.  
 
3.2  ART absent in both definiteness and indefiniteness contexts 
 
 It is crucial to our argument to note that, although occurring very frequently, ART is not 
obligatory, even when introducing non-gendered lexemes in non-possessed construal. In 
particular, ART may fail to appear in certain formulations where a message of definiteness is 
conveyed. In example (11), the man mentioned is the protagonist of the story, has already been 
mentioned before, and is the only man mentioned so far, hence is both identifiable and 
constitutes the totality of pragmatically relevant men at this point. 
 
11) Absence of ART despite definiteness of referent  
 [Danziger n.d., Ix Che’il etel Bäk’ ‘The Wild Woman and the Meat’, J.S.] 
 
 waye’   yan-Ø           in      kaal              kut’an           winik=i  
 D.LOC.1  exist-3B        1A    hometown    3.QUOT       man=EV         
 
 ‘here (this) is my home village’ said (the) [no ART] man.   
 
In example (9), we saw that ART may be present in a context that requires English translation 
with an indefinite article (‘there was a mango at the top of the tree’).  For completeness, we 
now show that ART may also be absent in a non-referential, hence indefinite, context. In 
example (1), repeated here for convenience, ART is absent with the non-referential argument 
(rey ‘king’).  
 
12) Absence of ART in indefinite context 
 [Ventur (1976) 1:08, Aj Jook’ ‘The Fisherman’, R.K’.)]  

  
kun-l-aj-ij     a  winik  jab’ix  rey  te’=i 
stay-POS.INCH.PFV-3B.INTR.PFV ART man like king D.LOC.3.NV=SCOPE 
 
 ‘The [ART] man lived there just like (a) [no ART] king.’  
  
 In summary, Mopan ART can be either present or absent both in contexts that involve 
identifiability or inclusion, and in contexts that do not.  The concept of definiteness therefore 
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does not explain the distribution of ART. If definiteness is to be conveyed in Mopan, it must be 
expressed by other means (see Danziger and Contini-Morava 2020 for more detail).   
 We now briefly consider a semantic concept that has been proposed as an alternative to 
definiteness for the articles of some languages, namely ‘domain restriction’. This concept is 
mentioned by Davis, Gillon, and Matthewson (2014: e207fn.) in their critique of ‘definite 
article’ as applied to determiners in Salish languages. We conclude that domain restriction is 
not adequate to the Mopan case. 
 
3.3  Presence/absence of ART independent of domain restriction  
 
 C. Gillon and J. Lyon argue that analysis of determiners in Skwxwú7mesh (Coast 
Salish: Gillon 2006; 2009; 2013) and Okanagan (Interior Coast Salish: Lyon 2013; 2015) in 
terms of definiteness is falsified by the data, an argument also used by Davis, Gillon and 
Matthewson (2014) in their critique of WALS.  Gillon and Lyon propose instead that the 
determiners of Skwxwú7mesh and Okanagan encode the concept of ‘domain restriction’, and 
in fact Gillon (2009) argues that this concept constitutes the universal core of determiners.    
 Domain restriction is intended to capture the fact that  
 

 DPs (usually) cannot refer to all individuals in the world that match the NP description. 
For example, in ... [The men were laughing], the men does not (normally) refer to all 
men in the world. Instead, it refers to the set of contextually salient men. 

 [Gillon 2009: 188-189] 
 
 In this approach, a determiner is a type of quantifier, and its domain is supplied by the 
intersection of the set of individuals denoted by its NP argument with the set of individuals that 
are contextually relevant.  This is accomplished by means of a special understanding, (C), in 
the quantifier itself, that given a referent (or set of referents) mentioned in the surrounding 
discourse context, or presupposed to exist, the scope of the quantifier will be constrained to 
them (the letter C invokes the word ‘context’).21 

 An important effect of domain restriction is that once an individual has been introduced 
into the discourse, on subsequent mentions of the same DP, the domain becomes restricted to 
the previously introduced individual(s), making the determiner ‘definite-like in familiar 
contexts’ (Gillon 2009: 194).  In Mopan, however, an ART-marked nominal is not always 
coreferential with mention of the same nominal in the preceding discourse. In example (13), a 
man has been staying with his wife’s parents (previously introduced) for some weeks.  There 
are three occurrences of winik ‘man’, all preceded by ART.  However, the first refers to the 
woman’s husband, and the others to her father (a kind of forest-ogre).  The difference in 
reference becomes clear when the father suggests cooking and eating his daughter and son-in-
law.  Until this point the ogre-father has only been referred to as u tat ‘her father’, whereas the 

 
21   In arguing that the Skwxwú7mesh and Okanagan determiners do not encode definiteness, Gillon and Lyon 
provide examples in which the determiner can be used when there is no relevant surrounding context to delimit its 
domain, i.e. an ‘out of the blue’ occurrence such as ‘I shot a bear’ (not previously mentioned and also not the 
whole membership of a class).  To cover such cases under domain restriction, Gillon (2009: 183) argues that 
  

[in] out of the blue cases, C will be equivalent to the domain of all individuals. This means that there will 
always be individuals that match the NP description. This guarantees the existence of referents; it does 
not, however, guarantee the existence of a unique referent.  (Gillon 2009: 183) 
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husband has been referred to as winik ‘man’ several times.  Nevertheless, the narrator uses 
winik here, with ART, to refer to the father. 
  
13) Nominal with ART not coreferential with same lexeme in immediately preceding 

context 
[Danziger n.d., Ix Che’il etel Bäk’ ‘The Wild Woman and the Meat’, J.S.] 

  
k'och-ij    jun       p'e  semanaj=a 
arrive-3B.INTR.PFV        one      CL.INAN     week=EV  
 
ka'      p’e  semana         k'och-ok-Ø   a           winik=i 
two     CL.INAN     week             arrive-INTR.IRR-3B   ART          man=EV 
  
‘(When) a week or two had gone by (since) the [ART] man1 arrived,’ 
  
jay   kut'an 
hey      3.QUOT 
  
‘‘Hey’, he2 said,’ 
  
kut'an           a       winik  ti        uy          ätan=a 
3.QUOT       ART    man     PREP    3A[prevocalic]  wife=EV 
  
‘said the [ART] man2 to his wife,’ 
  
max    wal   k'u-Ø   walak-Ø  a          täk-ik-Ø 
none    EVID   what-3B     be_habitual-3B 2A   cook-TR.IPFV-3B 
 
‘‘Seems like you aren’t cooking anything anymore”’, 
  
kut'an          a       winik  ti        uy           ätan=a 
3.QUOT       ART    man    PREP    3A[prevocalic]      wife=EV 
  
said the [ART] man2 to his wife.’ 
  
Thus presence of ART does not guarantee coreferentiality with a previous mention of the same 
referring expression. We conclude that domain restriction must be inferred pragmatically in 
Mopan, and is not included in the semantic content of ART itself. 
 In short, neither definiteness nor domain restriction fit the bill for Mopan ART.  We do 
not, however, regard ART as semantically meaningless (contra Baker’s 1996 analysis of 
Mohawk ne).  We illustrate the semantic effect of ART below. 
 
 
4. The meaning of ART  
 
 As stated in section 1, we propose that Mopan ART signals that it, together with a 
following intransitive predicate, forms a unit that is explicitly designated as an entity. The 
effect is roughly equivalent to the argument represented by an English headless relative clause, 
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i.e. it signifies 'some(thing) which is/are X' (Danziger & Contini-Morava ms).22 The full ART-
marked constituent, including ART, is thus employed as a nominal.  We illustrate the semantic 
effect of ART in the following subsections.  
 
4.1 ART with stative predicate    
 
 The third person non-plural of the Set B person-marker series is usually realized as 
zero, and consequently a stative lexeme devoid of overt person inflection may be interpreted 
either as an argument (see nooch ‘large’ in example 2b, repeated as 14a for convenience), or as 
a predicate inflected for third person (as in example 14b below). 23   
 
14) ART used to entitize a lexeme not otherwise construed as an argument 
 

 a. nooch ‘big’ and nene’ ‘small’ construed as arguments, with ART 
 [Ventur (1976) 3:16, Aj Känän Kaj, ‘Mr. Chicken-Keeper’, E.S.] 
  
 jok'-ij                a       nooch=o   
 exit-3B.INTR.PFV ART    big=EV     
 

‘The/a [ART] big one left off.   
 

 tal-ij           a         nene'=e 
 come-3.B.INTR.PFV   ART small=EV 
 
 The/a [ART] little one started up.’   
 

b. nooch ‘big’ construed as predicate, 3rd person Set B – zero inflection 
 [Ventur (1976) 2:02, El Tirador ‘The Hunter’, A.K’.]  
 
 nooch-Ø  b’in  a  ja’=a 
 big-3B  HSY ART  water=EV  
 
 ‘The stream was large.’ 
 

Although surrounding context and default lexical construal can often provide clues as to 
whether a given constituent is playing an argument role in its clause, appearance of ART is a 
reliable guide to that status. In particular, ART dictates a nominal reading of stative expressions 
that might not—given their inherent semantics—otherwise be interpreted as entities.   

 
22  Headless relative clauses have been a focus of recent interest in other languages of the Mayan family; see 
Caponigro et al. (eds.) 2021. 
 
23 A referee objected to using the term ‘lexeme’ for forms that could be either nouns or verbs, on the grounds that 
‘a single lexeme can't be both’.  However, the point we are making here is exactly that in Mopan, many lexical 
items are non-specific as to category membership.  
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 In complementary fashion, we analyze use of ART with stative lexemes such as winik 
‘man’, whose semantics lend themselves more readily to entity construal, as specification that 
reference is to some X which embodies the specified state.  See example (1)24 for argument 
usage of this form with ART, and example (15) for predicate usage, with Set B inflection.  
 
15) winik 'man' with 2nd person Set B inflection 

 [E.D. data, Ix Chei’l, The Wild Woman, J.S.] 
 
inchech=e tan-Ø inw il-ik-ech winik-ech. 
2.EMPH=EV be_continuing-3B 1A[prevocalic] see-TR.IPFV-2B man-2B 

 
‘As for you, I am looking at you. You’re (a) man.' 
 
The literal translation of a winik [ART man] as in example (1) therefore, is ‘someone such that 
he is a/the man’. For clarity we provide literal translations in this form for the examples that 
follow.  
 
4.2 ART with perfective predicate 
 
  The usage illustrated in (14a) applies well beyond simple stative predicates. In example 
(16), ART precedes an intransitive predicate that expresses change-of-state semantics (see 
Danziger 1996a).  The expression in (16) carries aspect inflection (perfective), and would 
normally be interpreted as a full verbal predication: ‘he had gone under the bed’. When 
preceded by ART, however, the constituent is instead interpreted as referring to an entity: ‘one 
such that (ART) he had gone under the bed’. 
 
16) ART introduces full Set B-inflected change-of-state predicate, construed as argument 
 (change-of-state predicate, perfective inflection) 
 [Ventur  (1976) 1:03, Aj Okol ich Witz’, ‘The Man who Entered the Mountain’,  R.K.]  
  
 ‘ …’ kut’an        b’in   a       b’in-ij               yalan            kamaj=a 

3.QUOT    HSY   ART   go-3B.INTR.PFV under            bed=EV 
  

‘ …’  said the [ART] one who had gone under the bed.’  (Lit: … said someone such 
that he [ART] had gone under the bed) 

 
ART readily indicates an entity that corresponds to the single argument of any intransitive 
predicate marked with Set B.25  This is useful for specifying that a given constituent plays a 
nominal role (see also Shibatani's 2009 discussion of 'grammatical nominalizations').  
 
  

 
24 Repeated above as example (12) 
 
25 On the model of example (16), which includes the audible Set B suffix -ij 3.B.INTR.PFV, it follows that ART-
marked phrases always include a Set B-marked predicate. A phrase like a winik ‘the/a man’ should therefore be 
transcribed as a winik-Ø (recall that the 3rd person Set B pronoun is in most cases realized as zero.)  For simplicity, 
however, we have omitted these Set B zeroes in our examples. 
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4.3  Explicit nominalization not required for entity construal (bare arguments possible)   
 
 Our analysis of Mopan ART to this point bears a resemblance to analyses of 
determiners in some Native American languages arrived at, apparently independently of one 
another, by various other scholars (e.g. Launey 1992, Sasse 1993: 181, 1988: 194, Jelinek 
1995: 487-8, 490, 501, Lyon 2013:80). These authors argue that adding a determiner to a word 
or expression that is inherently predicative allows the resulting expression to be understood as a 
nominal. 
  Launey, for example, describes the function of Nahuatl in as ‘actantializing’ (e.g. 1992: 
224), that is argument-creating, and he relates this function to the ‘omnipredicative’ properties 
of that language. He states (2004:56) that in Classical Nahuatl ‘the correct translation of a noun 
like mičin is not ‘fish’, but ‘be fish’’, and a phrase like in mičin should be glossed like ‘the one 
who is fish’’.   
  In Mopan, however, despite the fact that nominalization with ART indicates reliably 
that a given constituent is suitable for being used as an argument, we have already seen that use 
of ART is nevertheless not obligatory for construal as an argument. In example (16) (cited 
earlier as 11), the word winik ‘man’ appears bare, but is understood as the argument of ‘say’.26 
 
17) Bare argument 
  [Danziger's data, Ix Che’il etel Bäk’ ‘The Wild Woman and the Meat’, J.S.] 
  
 waye’   yan-Ø   in  kaal   kut’an   winik=i   
  D.LOC.1     exist-3B 1A hometown     3.QUOT man=EV 
 
 ‘‘here (this) is my home village’ said the [no ART] man.’   
 
The man referred to in (17) has been mentioned several times, and up to this point has been the 
only protagonist in the story.  The example occurs after he has encountered a woman in the 
forest.  Here absence of marking is arguably possible because the meaning of the stative 
lexeme winik ‘(be)man’ lends itself readily to construal as an argument, and because the entity 
status of this oft-mentioned man is not at issue, so need not be explicitly asserted. We will see 
below (section 5) that bare arguments in Mopan are not predictable from any strictly semantic 
or morphosyntactic property of their occurrence.27 

 
26 A reviewer found it contradictory to claim that ART conveys that its associated constituent is an entity, yet is 
not obligatory for such construal.  The point here concerns explicitness:  under what communicative circumstances 
is it worthwhile to convey information explicitly, as opposed to leaving it to be inferred from context?  ART is 
required when the goal is to treat a word or phrase as an entity that would not otherwise be so construed (such as 
example (14a) ‘big/little one’), but it may be absent with lexical items whose meanings easily lend themselves to 
such construal, such as example (17) (‘the man’).  In section 5 we discuss the pragmatic motivation for use vs. 
non-use of ART in such contexts. 
 
27 Bare lexemes construable as arguments apparently occur in Classical Nahuatl and Cayuga also, but Launey and 
Sasse do not directly address the issue of how they can be interpreted as nominals/ arguments even in the absence 
of a determiner.  Jelinek (1995) does not mention bare open-class words construable as referring expressions in 
Straits Salish; perhaps that language is similar to the other Salishan languages analyzed e.g. by Matthewson 
(1998), Gillon (2013), and Lyon (2015) in not permitting them.  
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 Examples such as (17) create a problem for analyses that assume inherent predicate 
status of lexemes.28 Given the existence of bare arguments in Mopan, we prefer to take the 
position that lexemes in Mopan are undetermined in the lexicon as to form-class status (see 
also Lois & Vapnarsky 2006), and that appearance of a determiner is not necessarily required 
to ‘convert’ lexemes into nominals/arguments.  We therefore stop short of embracing the 
notion of ‘omnipredicativity’ for Mopan, although we appreciate the insights of the literature 
related to this concept.   
 We now devote some attention to examining the effect of ART with statives whose 
meanings readily allow construal as entities.  In this context, ART is optional.  We argue that 
explicitly encoding entity status via ART in these cases contrasts pragmatically with use of a 
bare nominal. In general, these kinds of lexemes appear bare if the referent has relatively low 
discourse salience or ‘thing-hood’ compared to occurrences with ART.  Since discourse 
salience correlates with definiteness (e.g. Givón 2001)29, this pragmatic fact may account for 
the fact that ART has appeared to many analysts as if it conveyed definiteness.  
 
 
5.  Alternation between use of ART and bare nominal:  a pragmatic account  
 
 In this section we argue that explicit instantiation with ART can be withheld if the 
referent has low discourse salience. We show this by comparing use of ART to use of bare 
arguments in syntactically parallel situations.30  
 
5.1   Presence/absence of ART in syntactically parallel contexts 
 
 In lists of items presented in syntactically identical context, some may appear with ART 
and some may be bare. We propose a pragmatic explanation based on the relative discourse 
salience of ART-marked phrases in comparison to absence of ART. (18) is an example.31 
  

 
28  Note that the non-predictable optionality of ART creates difficulties for analyses which propose that nouns in 
ALL languages are predicates and that a determiner (whether covert or fully realized) is universally necessary in 
order to make it possible for them to appear in nominal guise. See also section 5.  
  
29   Some have even defined definiteness entirely in terms of discourse salience, e.g. von Heusinger (2013). 
 
30 In some languages where an article may sometimes be absent, absence of article has been handled by positing a 
‘null filler of D’.  Such a filler is assumed to be licensed only under conditions specifiable semantically or 
syntactically (e.g. Longobardi 1994: 617-618; see discussion in Alexiadou, Haegeman and Stavrou 2008, chapter 
2). The fact that ART may and be either present or absent in identical semantic or syntactic conditions may serve 
as evidence against the idea that its absence represents a null filler of D. 
 
31 The gendered noun in (18) is marked by its conventional Gender Marker. The GM are not sensitive to the 
discourse factors that affect presence/absence of ART, and may be retained even in contexts where ART is 
impossible.  We therefore discuss only the non-gendered nouns in this example. Recall that GM is not considered 
a determiner in our analysis.  
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18) Presence/absence of ART with syntactically equivalent referents 
         [Danziger's data, Ix Che’il etel Bäk’ ‘The Wild Woman and the Meat’, J.S.] 
  
         ix      kolool           k’änb’ul      kox 
         GM.F   partridge      pheasant       curassow (type of game bird) 
 

‘(GM) Partridge, [no ART] pheasant, [no ART] curassow [type of game bird], 
  
         etel   a       kek’enche’   etel   a       yuk=u 
         with  ART wild_pig       with  ART antelope=EV 
 

and [ART] wild pig, and [ART] antelope, 
  
         le’ek             kuchi    in      k’ati  in tz’on-oo’ 
         3.EMPH      MITIG   1A   want 1A shoot-3B.PL 
 

those are what I really want to hunt, 
  
         pere  ma’   yan-Ø           kut’an 
         but    NEG exist-3.B      3.QUOT 
 

but there are none!’ he said.’   
  

 [Lit. ‘‘Partridge, pheasant, curassow [type of game bird], with something such that it 
is [ART] wild pig, with something such that it is [ART] antelope, those are what I 
really want to hunt, but there are none!’ he said.] 

  
In example (18), all the animal terms have equal status from the point of view of entityhood 
and all play the same syntactic role in the larger clause, but the referents differ in discourse 
salience: the names of the birds are bare, but ART appears before the names of the larger 
mammals that are more desirable as game.   
 In other discourse contexts too, presence of ART can be understood as indicating 
slightly higher discourse salience than use of a bare nominal. For example, the two sentences in 
(19) have ART vs. bare nominal in parallel possessive constructions, in each case referring to 
kan ‘snake’ as the possessor of koj ‘tooth’.  
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19) Possessor construction with ART vs. bare 
         [Ventur (1976) 3:1, Jun tuul Winik etel Ma'ax, ‘A Man and a Spider Monkey’, E.S.] 
  
 a.      Possessor appears with ART  
 

 u      käx-t-aj-Ø                            b’in    
          3A   seek-TRZ-TR.PFV-3B       HSY    
 
  ‘It’s said that she found 
  
          u       koj    a       kan   a       b'e'=. 
          3A   tooth    ART    snake  ART    D.DEM.3.NV=EV 
 
  the tooth of a [ART] snake, that one.’ 
  

(Lit., It’s said that one such that she was [ART] previously mentioned found the tooth 
of one such that it was a [ART] snake.) 

  
 b.      Possessor appears bare (later in same story): 
  
  u       koj    kan   u       tz'-aj-Ø                     ti'i     
  3A   tooth    snake   3A   put-TR.PFV-3B      3.OBL  
 

‘She put the tooth of the [no ART] snake 
 
  ich-il   uy    uk'-ul=u 
  in-GNL    3A[prevocalic]   drink-INTR.IPFV=EV 
 
  into his drink.’  
  
In the first case, no snake has been previously mentioned, so the referent is an arbitrary 
member of the set denoted by ‘snake’.  In the second, although from a truth-conditional 
perspective the snake’s tooth mentioned here is coreferential with the previously mentioned 
snake’s tooth, the fact that no commitment to entity status (via ART) has been made for the 
lexeme kan ‘snake’ in this case leads to a less individuated status for the snake—here it serves 
more as a property of the tooth (a ‘snake-tooth’) than as its separate possessor (the tooth of 
some instance of snake).  
 Bare arguments contrast with the possibility that they might have appeared with ART in 
many other constructions. Below, we exemplify such contrast in numeral classifier and in 
prepositional phrase constructions.  
 
5.2  Quantitative Demonstrations  
 
 In this section we provide quantitative evidence of the difference in discourse salience 
between bare argument vs. presence of ART, in two discourse contexts. 
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5.2.1  Numeral classifier phrases 
 In Mopan (as in many other languages that have numeral classifiers), a numeral 
classifier construction consisting of the numeral jun ‘one’ plus a numeral classifier is one of the 
possibilities for introducing a new referent into the discourse (see Danziger and Contini-
Morava 2020 for further discussion). The expression with numeral plus classifier may or may 
not be accompanied by ART. We propose that in these cases as elsewhere, presence vs. 
absence of ART with numeral and classifier corresponds to relative discourse salience. This is 
shown in (20). 
 
20) Numeral + classifier with and without ART 

 
a. Numeral + classifier with ART 

 [Ventur (1976) 5:9, U Alka'b’eeb’ Jesus, ‘The Persecution of Jesus’, J.I.] 
 

pues k'och-ij    tub’a  yan-Ø     
so  arrive-3B.INTR.PFV   where exist-3B  
 
‘So he arrived where there was 

 
jun  teek    a  mäp=ä 
one  CL.VEG   ART  cocoyol_palm=EV 

 
a [Numeral + CL +ART] cocoyol palm.’ 
(Lit., So he arrived where there was that which was [ART] one cocoyol palm.) 
 
b. Numeral + classifier without ART 

[Ventur (1976) 4:2, U Kwentojil aj Konejo Mañoso, ‘The Story of Clever Mr. Rabbit’, 
A.K’.] 

 
ke'en-Ø   yalam  jun  teek    mäp   
be_located-3B  under  one  CL.VEG  cocoyol_palm 

 
‘He [rabbit] was located under a [Numeral + CL only] cocoyol palm.’  

 
In (20a), Jesus is fleeing from persecution and hides at the top of a cocoyol palm (introduced 
with Numeral + Classifier + ART).  In the ensuing narrative, the pursuers ask the tree what it is 
hiding, and it responds in a misleading way so as to protect Jesus. In (20b), a cocoyol palm is 
introduced with Numeral + Classifier only.  The tree is eventually broken up and offered as 
food, losing its quality as an individually identifiable entity.  The word mäp ‘cocoyol palm’ is 
bare when first mentioned, and in subsequent mentions it is demoted to an incorporated noun—
no longer even an independent discourse referent. The palm tree in the first example is a 
speaking agent, very different from the mere wood-substance in the second example. 
Furthermore, the palm tree in the first example is introduced as the main argument of its clause 
whereas the second is introduced in a prepositional phrase. The difference in salience and 
‘thing-hood’ between the two instances of cocoyol palms in the two stories correlates with 
presence of ART in the more highly salient case.   
 Mopan has many different numeral classifiers, corresponding to shape, position or 
substance of the associated referent. But by far the most frequent are a pair of generic 
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classifiers which distinguish only the animacy of the associated referent:  tuul (animate) and 
p’eel (inanimate).  Animacy is well known to correlate with relative importance in discourse. If 
absence of ART is related to relatively lower discourse salience, then we should therefore 
observe ART proportionately more frequently with the animate numeral classifier than with the 
inanimate one. We compared presence vs. absence of ART following jun ‘one’ + the animate 
classifier tuul with its presence vs. absence after the general inanimate classifier p’eel (often 
abbreviated to p’e) in Ventur’s (1976) corpus of 75 narratives from eight Mopan speakers. The 
results appear in Table 1. 
 
Table 1  
Presence of article following jun tuul ‘one CL.ANIM’ vs. jun p’eel/p’e ‘one CL.INAN’. 
 [Data:  Ventur (1976)] 
 

 Article 
 

Bare Nominal Total 

jun tuul 135 (74.2%) 
 

47 (25.8%) 182 (100%) 

jun p’eel/p’e 76 (23.3%) 
 

250 (76.7%) 326 (100%) 

 
Odds Ratio 9.532  N = 508 
 
As shown in Table 1, animate referents, which tend to be more salient in discourse than 
inanimate ones, show a skewing in favor of use of the Article after a numeral classifier phrase, 
whereas inanimate referents skew in the opposite direction. The results support our proposal 
that absence of ART correlates with relatively low discourse salience.   
 
5.2.2 Prepositional phrases 
 Omission of determiners in adpositional phrases is common crosslinguistically (see e.g. 
Greenberg 1978:67; Himmelmann 1998; Dahl 2004).  In Mopan however, it is not required for 
a nominal to be bare in such a phrase.  We propose that the fact that nominals in such phrases 
are often bare in Mopan is due to the relatively lower salience of the referents in this context, in 
contrast with more central discourse participants, whose entity status is worth indicating 
explicitly. 
 Example (21) contrasts presence of ART vs. bare nominal in prepositional phrases. In 
this folktale, a group of companions are employed by a king, who gives them a series of 
impossible tasks to accomplish, including filling a tank with water that must be carried in a net 
bag.  At the beginning of the passage, the word b’a’ay ‘net bag’ appears bare following the 
preposition ich ‘in’.  Later in the story, the same word appears with ART following the 

 
32 The Chi Square test cannot be used on data from connected discourse because each token cannot be regarded as 
independent of the other tokens.  Instead we have used the Odds Ratio, which is calculated by multiplying the raw 
figure in the upper left cell of the table by the raw figure in the lower right cell, and dividing the result by the 
product of the lower left cell multiplied by the upper right cell, i.e. AD/BC. A number higher than 1 disfavors the 
null hypothesis.  See Davis (2002) for discussion of statistical tests on data from connected discourse. 
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preposition etel ‘with/by means of’.  (Note that ART is neither prohibited from appearing with 
ich nor required after etel.) 
  
21) Prepositional phrases with and without ART 

[Ventur (1976) 3:2, Jun tuul Winik chen tan u Manäl  ‘A Man just out Wandering’, 
E.S.] 

  
 in      k'ati  ka'                u       tud-es-Ø                ten     
 1A   want    COMP          3A   fill-CAUS-3B         1.OBL 
 
 ‘I want someone to fill for me 
  
 a       taanke        a       do'=o 
 ART tank              ART    D.DEM.3.V=EV 
  
 that tank.’ 
  
 pero  puro     ich    b'a'ay 
 but    merely  in      net_bag 
 
 ‘But purely in [no ART] net-bag(s) 
  
 a       puut-ik-e'ex                          a       ja' 
 2A   bring-TR.IPFV-2B.PL         ART    water=EV 
 
 you (should) carry the water 
  
  
 [...] 
  
 y       te'=i                         
 and   D.LOC.3.NV=SCOPE       
 
 ‘And so,  
 
 ma'   ta'ach  u     kad-äl    a       ja'     ich   b'a'ay=a 
 NEG    never   3A  fill_up-INTR.IPFV  ART    water   in      net_bag=EV 
  
 water never stays in [no ART] net bag(s).’ 
 
 […] 
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y       como   a       rey=e           
 and   since   ART    king=EV    
 
  ‘and since the king, (and the queen),  
  
 tan-oo'                                  u       tukl-ik-Ø        
 be_continuing-3B.PL         3A   think-TR.IPFV-3B 
  
 they were thinking’ 
  
 ke   ma'   t[an-Ø]                     u       tud-es-ik-oo’ 
 COMP NEG   be_continuing-3B   3A   fill-CAUS-TR.IPFV-3B.PL  
 
 that they (the workers) would not fill up 
  
 a       ja’     etel   a       b’a'ay=a 
 ART    water   with  ART    net_bag=EV 
 
 water with [ART] net bags 
  

‘’  [Lit. that they would not cause something such that it is [ART] water to fill, with 
something such that it is [ART] net bags.] 

  
 [...] 
  
 y       te'      kuchi     u       kin-s-ik-oo'                            
 and   D.LOC.3.NV  MITIG  3A   die-CAUS-TR.IPFV-3B.PL   
 
 ‘then they (king and queen) would be in a position to kill them (the workers)’ 
 
 t[i]    u       t'an=i 
 PREP  3A   speech=SCOPE 
 
  ‘so they thought’.  
 
At the beginning of the passage there are several references to drawing water in a net bag, 
using the preposition ich ‘in’ followed by the bare nominal b’a’ay ‘net bag’. Despite the fact 
that the word b’a’ay is referred to several times (hence could be regarded as a familiar 
referent), the lexeme b’a’ay remains bare. Here the point is the difficulty of the task itself: it is 
just the fact of being a net bag that matters, not any particular net bag (or more than one, since 
plural marking is optional in Mopan).  Later in the passage, however, the narration moves to 
the thoughts of the king and queen, who reassure themselves that the men will be unable to 
accomplish the tasks.  In reference to net bags, there is a switch from the preposition ich ‘in’ to 
etel ‘with/by means of’. The latter preposition elevates the role of the net bag from location to 
instrument, which gives it enough salience to merit the use of ART.33   

 
33 As evidence of the greater discourse salience of instrument vs. location, note their respective positions on the 
thematic hierarchy that shows relative candidacy for expressing the grammatical relation of subject:  agent > 
beneficiary > goal/experiencer > instrument > theme/patient > locative (see e.g. Bresnan and Kanerva 1989). 
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 Table 2 presents a count comparing ich ‘in’ and etel ‘with’ in Ventur (1976), with 
regard to presence of ART before the complement of the preposition, vs. use of a bare nominal. 
We expect that if the latter correlates with lower discourse salience, ART will appear more 
often following a preposition indicating an instrument (higher discourse salience) than 
following a preposition that indicates a location (lower discourse salience). The results are 
displayed in Table 2.34 
 
Table 2       
Comparison of etel ‘with’ and ich ‘in’ with respect to presence/absence of ART. 
[Data:  From Ventur (1976)] 
  
  + ART  Bare 

Nominal 
Total 

etel ‘with’ 61 (78%) 17 (22%) 78 (100%) 

ich ‘in’ 5 (7%) 65 (93%) 70 (100%) 

  
Odds Ratio = 46.6               N = 148 
  
As shown by the table, even though the context of a prepositional phrase generally disfavors 
ART (in keeping with the relative peripherality of adpositional phrases, cf. Dahl 2004), etel 
‘with’ is far more likely than ich ‘in’ to co-occur with an ART-marked nominal, as opposed to 
a bare one.  Given the difference in meaning between the prepositions, this skewing is 
consistent with the claim that use of ART vs a bare nominal correlates with greater vs. lesser 
discourse salience of the referent of the nominal.35 
 In summary, it is not the case that certain lexemes or certain syntactic contexts correlate 
predictably with absence of the article. Instead, it is pragmatics that dictates use of ART vs. a 
bare nominal. Specifically, arguments which are bare in Mopan often convey a pragmatics of 
relatively low discourse salience with respect to cases in which ART appears.  The argument 
that lexical material that is accompanied by ART enjoys relatively greater ‘thinghood’ 

 
 
34 Speakers are unevenly represented in Ventur's collection: some contributed ten or more narratives, others as 
few as two.  In order to equalize their representation in the sample as much as possible, we counted the first twelve 
examples of each preposition for the more prolific speakers in the concordances provided by the SIL program 
FLex (which are listed in random order); for speakers who produced fewer than twelve we counted all examples.  
The ‘bare N’ category does not include lexemes preceded by a Gender Marker, Set A possessive, or Numeral + 
Classifier, and the ‘+ART’ column does not include lexemes modified by demonstrative expressions, which are 
never bare. 
 
35 Our findings are consistent with observations in the literature on discourse salience.  For example, Hopper & 
Thompson (1984: 710-11) state that ‘[f]orms which fail in some way to refer to concrete deployable entities will 
typically lack some or all [nominal] trappings’.  In a related observation, von Heusinger and Schumacher (2019: 
118) note that ‘prominent elements…attract more structures or operations than less prominent entities’ [emphasis 
in original]. 
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(discourse salience) than material which appears bare, is supported both by discourse examples 
and by quantitative data.36 
 
5.3  Discourse salience vs. definiteness 
 
 Since entities that are prominent in discourse are also highly likely to be definite (Givón 
2001), a form whose use is sensitive to discourse salience may easily be taken for a signal of 
definiteness, even if it actually encodes a different semantic concept.  However it is important 
to note that discourse salience is not the same thing as definiteness (if one defines the latter 
according to the conventional notions of familiarity and inclusiveness), pace von Heusinger 
(2013).  It is possible for a discourse referent to be salient yet not definite.  For example, in 
(20a), discussed in section 5.2.1, the cocoyol palm referred to has not been mentioned before, 
yet is salient for other reasons.  Similarly, it is possible for a referent to be familiar but not 
salient.  For instance the snake whose tooth is referred to in example (19b) has been mentioned 
before but is not treated as salient on second mention.  The relationship between discourse 
salience and definiteness is statistical, not categorical:  the fact that a form occurs frequently in 
a particular context should not be equated with its semantic content. 
  
 
6. Conclusion 
 
6.1 Summary of ART findings 
 
 Rather than encoding definiteness, we have argued that ART encodes status as an entity 
and functions as the equivalent of a nominal relativizer together with a following intransitive 
predicate. This encoding makes the ART-marked constituent explicitly suitable for use as an 
argument, although such use is a possibility even without ART. The appearance of ART not 
only helps identify arguments as such, but also allows the entitization of expressions that would 
not otherwise be construed as arguments (sections 4.1 and 4.2).   
  On the other hand, we have also shown (section 5) that ART is not required for a 
stative lexeme to be construed as an argument:  lexemes whose semantic content lends itself to 
such construal may appear bare.  In this respect Mopan apparently differs from the Salishan 
languages described by Matthewson (1998), Gillon (2006) and Lyon (2015).  Based on both 
qualitative and quantitative evidence, we have argued (section 5) that presence of ART is 
sensitive to discourse salience:  when an argument appears bare, it plays a relatively peripheral 
role in the discourse, in comparison with ART-marked arguments in similar syntactic contexts. 
The fact that ART-marking correlates with relatively higher discourse salience is 
understandable given the semantics of this form. Explicit designation of entity status will 
suggest higher importance than omission of such designation. But since discourse salience 
overlaps to a great extent with definiteness, this correlation helps to explain why ART has been 
misrecognized as a ‘definite’ article in previous treatments. Careful attention to such contexts 
as those mentioned in section 5 where salience is decoupled from definiteness, is required in 
order to avoid such misrecognition.  

 
36 Pico (2019) discusses the determiner in in Yokot’an Maya (Ch’olan subfamily), arguing that in does not encode 
definiteness.  Although he does not undertake to propose a meaning for in, he provides a pragmatic account of its 
presence vs. absence using Centering Theory, which focuses on the information status of discourse entities.  
Although the syntactic distribution of Yokot’an in is rather different from that of Mopan a, they share lack of 
definiteness encoding and similar pragmatic effects on their use.  
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6.2 On Definiteness 
 
 We have shown that the semantics of the Mopan determiner ART do not include 
definiteness:  although ART can be found in contexts that conform to prevailing definitions of 
definiteness (as identifiability or inclusiveness, see examples 7 and 8), it is also found in 
contexts that conflict with this concept (examples 9 and 10). Furthermore, ART can be absent 
in contexts of definiteness (example 11), and an ART-marked nominal need not be 
coreferential with an identical expression in the immediately preceding context (example 13).   
 One possibility, also suggested by some other scholars, is that the concept of 
‘definiteness’ may not itself be a primitive, but may rather presuppose other, more primitive 
concepts.  One such proposed primitive is ‘domain restriction’ (Gillon 2009); another is 
‘familiarity’ (Paul 2009); another is ‘assertion of existence’ (Matthewson 1998).  The entity 
status that is signaled by ART, as discussed in section 4 above, could be regarded as logically 
presupposed by definiteness (as well as by indefiniteness). A determiner that signals 
(in)definiteness will therefore always imply entity status, which does not need to be explicitly 
signaled in a language that has an unambiguous morphosyntactic category of nouns.  But given 
the implicational relationship between definiteness and entity status, it would be easy for a 
form that encodes such status to be mistaken for one that encodes (in)definiteness.   
 Our goal however, is not to argue that designation as an entity should replace 
definiteness as a comparative concept. In general, the particular set of communicative needs 
such as referent-identification, anaphora and also entity-specification commonly discussed 
together under the rubric ‘definiteness’ might arise for speakers of every language—though it 
is also possible that speakers of some languages foreground different communicative needs. 
But even where they do exist, these needs are not necessarily all met by the same linguistic 
forms in every language—for example, nominal morphology may reliably signal entity status 
(as in Latin), or dedicated demonstrative paradigms may be employed for anaphora (as in 
Mopan, see Danziger 1994; Danziger & Contini-Morava 2020).  In some cases, articles exist 
and fulfill certain of these needs. But the distribution of need-fulfillment is once again radically 
different across languages with respect to the form-class ‘article’, and is patterned to some 
degree based on typological properties of particular languages. We have argued that Mopan 
deploys its article to fill the communicative need not for anaphora, referent tracking or other 
‘definiteness’ functions, but to allow for explicit specification of entity status. This explicit 
designation in turn makes clear that the full ART-marked expression is suitable for deployment 
as a syntactic argument. Importantly however, presence of ART is not obligatory in order for a 
form to be construed as an argument. Lexical items construed as arguments may appear either 
with ART or bare of any determiner, without possibility of prediction from syntactic context. 
This optionality differentiates Mopan from previously described Salishan languages without a 
definite article, and causes difficulties for analyses (whether language particular or more 
universalizing in scope) that propose that all nominals are originally predicates, requiring a 
determiner (whether abstract or overtly expressed) in order to be construed as arguments.   The 
fact that presence or absence of ART is not predictable from syntax or semantics drives us to 
investigate pragmatic correlates of its appearance. Indeed, ART is less likely to appear with a 
nominal that designates a low-salience referent than with other nominals. We propose that it is 
this pragmatic correlation with discourse salience that has led ART to be misidentified in the 
past as a “definite” article. Comparative concepts such as that of ‘definite article’ will in 
general be more “well-suited” for cross-linguistic exploration to the degree that they can take 
the specifics of particular language patterns, including pragmatic usage, into account.  
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6.3  Comparative Concepts   
 
 Our case study broadly questions Haspelmath's (2010) conclusion that ‘the analysis of 
particular languages and the comparison of languages are ... independent of each other as 
theoretical enterprises’ (p. 682). We have seen that even though a form may occur in contexts 
that fit traditional conceptions of definite article, and therefore may by decree be declared to be 
a token of that type (cf. Dryer 2014), closer examination reveals that the form also occurs in 
other contexts, and may be absent even in definiteness contexts. Occurrences are also subject to 
pragmatic influences that correlate with but are not identical to the proposed comparative 
semantic content. If the comparative concept ‘definite article’ is imposed on such a form, the 
comparative concept is correspondingly diminished in terms of its ‘well-suitedness’ as a 
component of Greenbergian or other typological generalizations. The point is a general one. 
Statements which contain weak comparative concepts of this type will fail to capture important 
generalizations that might have been discovered if the comparative concept had been more 
thoughtfully and narrowly applied. While we do not therefore deny that a comparative concept 
‘definite article’ can exist or be useful in cross-linguistic study, we do propose that typologists 
should be wary of applying this and other comparative concepts too broadly across languages, 
at risk of creating only weak or inappropriate categories for typological study.  
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Key to glosses 
 
Interlinear glosses follow Leipzig rules http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-
rules.php, with some additions for forms specific to Mopan. 
 
1 first person 
2  second person 
3  third person 
A  Set A case-role marker (Possessor/ Ergative) 
ANIM  animate 
ART   article 
B  set B case-role marker (Absolutive) 
CAUS  causative 
CL  classifier 
COMP complementizer 
D  deictic 
DEM  demonstrative 
EMPH  emphatic pronoun 
EV  echo vowel 
EVID  evidential 
F  feminine 
GM  gender marker 
GNL generalizer 
HSY  hearsay 
INAN   inanimate 
INCH   inchoative 
INT  intensifier 
INTR  intransitive 
IPFV  imperfective 
IRR  irrealis 
LOC   locative 
M  masculine 
MITIG mitigation particle 
NEG  negation 
NV  non-visible 
OBL  oblique pronoun 
PFV  perfective 
PL    plural 
POS   positional 
PREP  preposition 
QUOT quotative predicate  
TR transitive 
TRZ  transitivizer 
V   visible 
VEG   vegetation 
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